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Origin

• Indo-European isolate branch 

• Pre-historical language contact: 
o Urartian (substrate)  
o Iranian (adstrate)

• Documented early 5th century, mainly 

in Armenian alphabet since then
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Periodization of written/standard Armenian

• 5th-11th c.  : Classical Armenian   (5th c. : Golden Age) 
Literacy and education transmitted through monasteries; 

Language of administration is not Armenian (Aramaic, Greek…)

• 12-15th c. : Middle Armenian 
Kingdom of Cilicia : Armenian becomes an official administrative language 
for the first time in history

• 16-19th c. : from “Civil Armenian” to Modern Armenian 
Rise of a merchant bourgeoisie and printing industry

Secularization of knowledge, European Enlightement ideas

Standardization of Modern Armenian as a literary language



Modern Armenian: standardization and 
variation

Standardization of Modern Armenian happened during the 19th c.: 
• In the Ottoman Empire (on the basis of Constantinople koïne, based on 

Western dialects) 

• In the Russian Empire (in 1828 Russia takes Caucasus from Persia) 
based on Eastern dialects (Ararat Valley or an urban koïne - several 
theories ongoing)

Late 19th c.: the branching of Standard Modern Armenian into two dialects 
is rooted. Dialects diverge more with the political turns of 20th c. 
(sovietization of Caucasus, diasporization of Western Armenians) 

Standardization relies on : 

• Intensive translation activity of western literature

• Work of grammarians, educators, journalists, and publicists
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Armenian vernacular early 20th c.



Modern Armenian: sociolinguistic trends

Main contact languages: 

Eastern Armenian (official language of a the Republic of Armenia)  

- Persian (impact on vernacular and dialects, speakers often not aware)

- Russian (stronger impact on written language, press, etc., due to 
bilingual education for last generations)

- Caucasian languages (noticeable in some typological features)

- Azerbaijani Turkish (locally also Kurmanji or Neo-Aramaïc)

Western Armenian  (Diasporic language, endangered language)

- Turkish (extensive bilingualism 12th c.-1922), (locally also Kurdish, 
Neo-Aramaïc, Pontic Greek, Arabic)

- Since 1922 (Big Diaspora): polycentric language (Near-East, Europe, 
America, Australia) with different contact languages.
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Western Armenian and the Big Diaspora 



Main typological features

Common features for Eastern and Western Armenian

• No grammatical gender (only what/who contrast in Pronouns)

• Pro-drop language (subject, complements) 

• Mainly agglutinative noun morphology (exceptions: sandhi, stem
alternations, irregular paradigms, esp. “Swadesh“ lexicon)

• Mainly flexional verb morphology (with some more or less 
regular infixation phenomena: perfective, passive, causative)

• Mainly head-final (AN, GN, postpositions, SOV, non-final 
preposed relative clauses) non-exclusive (SVO, finite postposed 
relative clauses, residual prepositions)
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Main typological features (2)

Distinctive features for Eastern and Western Armenian

(Stilo 2015 ; Haig 2017)

• Stops and affricates system: 3 ways (EArm) / 2 ways (WArm)

• Present formation: with copula (EArm) / with particle (WWArm)

• Want + V: Subjunctive (EArm) / Infinitive (WArm)

• Light verbs constructions: much more in EArm than in Warm

(Donabedian 2001)

• Evidential/admirative : one of the meanings of the Perfect 
(EArm) / specific tense contrasting with the perfect (WArm)
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